Fishing Reel Script (v1.2):
Scene 1: Dylan is in the office. He checks his watch, then checks the wall clock which
says 12:30, stands up and walks out the door. He wanders along the town street during lunchbreak, window shopping, shaking his head at everything, when he spies a top-of-the-line fishing
lure in the fishing shop window. He looks at it, dreaming of catching the biggest fish ever, and
says, “Ah!”. Jack walks into the shop before Dylan and buys the fishing lure first. Dylan says,
“Oh!”.
Scene 2: Jack walks up to the bridge overhanging the nearby river with a latest, greatest
fishing rod and tackle box, opens tackle box to see lure, says, “Ah!”, and proceeds to hook up
the lure to his rod. He then prepares to cast his rod. As his rod comes back up for the cast, the
lure gets hooked onto the passing truck's mirror and disappears down the road. Jack says,
“Oh!”.
Scene 3: Truck driver sees lure on the mirror when he checks it and says, “Ah!”. Pulls up
to the curb for a delivery, slides across seat and starts winding down the window, which starts
wobbling the lure. As the truck driver finishes winding down the window, the final vibrations
shake the lure loose and it falls down the drain beneath. The truck driver says, “Oh!”.
Scene 4: Lure is washed down the drain and eventually enters the river. A small fish
sees the sparkle of the lure, swims up, says “Ah!”, and eats it. The lure gets stuck in its mouth,
causing considerable pain. The small fish says, “Oh!”. A bigger fish suddenly eats smaller fish.
Scene 5: Dylan checks his watch and wall clock to find that it is 5:00 PM. He then grabs
his fishing rod and walks out the door. Dylan walks over earlier bridge and sits down on the
bank. Opens tackle box and says, “Oh!”, as he looks at the empty spot. He grabs another lure
and casts his rod. The bigger fish see lure, says “Ah!”, and is caught when eating the lure.
Bigger fish says, “Oh!”. Dylan reels it in to find bigger fish. Cuts open bigger fish to find smaller
fish with super-lure in its mouth. “Ah!!!”
THE END

